No Sweat, Portland!
Portland Sweatfree Event
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On September 15th, Chie Abad, a former sweatshop worker from Saipan, will come to Portland to ask our city to end government purchasing from sweatshops. She will share the realities of sweatshop conditions and her involvement in the victorious campaign in which San Francisco adopted a strong sweatfree ordinance.

NO SWEAT, PORTLAND!

Are taxpayers subsidizing sweatshops? Our city spends over $60 million on purchasing goods. Shouldn't these goods be free of exploitation? In response, a coalition of over 20 different labor, community, faith, and student organizations has emerged in support an ordinance that would mandate strong labor standards for city contractors, subcontractors, and vendors.

Chie Abad, a former sweatshop worker from Saipan, will come to Portland to ask our city to end government purchasing from sweatshops. She will share the realities of sweatshop conditions and her involvement in the victorious campaign in which San Francisco adopted a strong sweatfree ordinance.

Will Portland be next? Come to this important campaign kick-off event.

**It Can Happen Here**

What: "No Sweat, Portland"
When: September 15, 2006
Time: 7pm
Where: First Unitarian Church (1011 SW 12th Ave)

Co-Sponsored by Economic Justice Action Group of the First Unitarian Church, KBOO, and PCASC

Campaign Endorsers Include:

Ainsworth United Church of Christ, AFSC Alliance for Democracy, AFSCME Local 189, CWA Local 7901, Economic Justice Action Group of the First Unitarian Church, Global Exchange, ILWU Local 5, Jubilee Oregon, Living Earth, NALC Local 82, Northwest Progressive Community, Oregon Fair Trade Campaign (ORFTC), Pacific Green Party, Metro Chapter, PCASC/CBLOC, Portland Jobs with Justice, Portland Peaceful Response Coalition, PSU Progressive Student Union, SweatFree Communities, VOZ Worker Education Project, Witness for Peace NW, Women's International League for Peace and Freedom

homepage: http://www.sweatfree.org/portland

This Labor Day Weekend, Portland Joins National Effort to Renew Call for Immigration Reform

author: Amy L. Dalton

This Sunday, Portland will join close to a dozen US cities to usher in the fall by renewing demands for fair and comprehensive immigration policy reform. A "Labor Day" demonstration will converge at 2pm in the South Park Blocks (SW Salmon & Park), calling for rights and respect for immigrant workers and all workers. The event is organized by a coalition of organizations, including VOZ Workers’ Rights Education Project, Portland Jobs with Justice, PCUN, PCASC, and others.

Mobilizations planned in other cities include:

* Labor Day Weekend in Chicago: the "March 10 Movement," will hold a march from the Chinatown neighborhood in downtown Chicago to US House Speaker Dennis Hastert's office in Batavia.
* Sept. 2 in Los Angeles: a "Gran Marcha Laboral" organized by the "March 25 Coalition."
* Sept. 4 in Minneapolis/St. Paul: a Labor Day march and rally at Castillo Park
* Sept. 4 in the San Francisco Bay area: several marches will convene, including a central one organized by the Regional Unity Coalition, and simultaneous marches in Oakland, Fresno and San Jose.
* Sept. 7 in Washington, DC: hundreds of thousands from the eastern US will gather on the National Mall to tell Congress to get back to work on tabled reform measures.

Events are also reportedly planned in Wisconsin, Massachusetts, and Phoenix, AZ. According to the We Are America Alliance, organizers expect the mobilizations to attract a million people, cumulatively.

http://www.immigrantsolidarity.org/
KEVIN BENDERMAN RELEASED FROM FT. LEWIS MILITARY CORRECTIONS FACILITY

author: choiceamericanetwork via Jody Paulson
August 30, 2006

On July 27, 2005, in a military court martial held at Ft. Stewart, Georgia, Sgt. Kevin Benderman was convicted of Missing Movement for allegedly refusing to board a plane for a second deployment to Iraq.

Sgt. Benderman had filed an application for Conscientious Objector status in 2004. This application was ignored, mishandled, and disrespected by every level of command in an effort to punish this 10-year veteran for exercising his rights and making a choice of conscience against the wishes of his command. Sgt. Benderman did not fit the military mold of a Conscientious Objector - he did not cite religious verses, he could not recount his moment of epiphany - but Sgt. Benderman did listen to his conscience.

During his combat tour in Iraq, his conscience told him that orders given by his command were questionable and positioned soldiers in his unit in avoidably hazardous situations.

During his service at Ft. Stewart in preparation for a second deployment to Iraq, Sgt. Benderman witnessed continued abuse of the soldiers he served with, faulty training methods and corruption on the part of a command who demanded respect from their units while continually violating their own oath of office and the regulations they had sworn to uphold.

Sgt. Benderman took his oath as an NCO seriously, defending the soldiers he served with, speaking out against the actions of a corrupt command and adhering to the UCMJ in the process.

Sgt. Benderman exercised his rights as a citizen of the United States, and a volunteer in defense of the Constitution on which this country was founded. Acting on his conscience, and demonstrating his Freedom to Choose the principles on which he would serve, he took the legal remedy available to him and filed for Conscientious Objector status on the basis of morality and ethics. He could no longer participate in a war in which the actions of commanders and leaders violated International and National Laws, as well as the Laws of Humanity. Recognizing that all war is the same - he spoke out against further abuse of these laws in the name of Freedom and Democracy.

Sgt. Benderman received a 15-month prison sentence and has been confined at the Ft. Lewis Regional Corrections Facility, Ft. Lewis, WA since August 1, 2005.

During his time at Ft. Lewis Sgt. Benderman continued to face abuses of his Constitutional Rights, and witnessed more of the same against others who served time as well. Flagrant violations against military regulations as well as human rights were evident on the part of the command and cadre at the military Regional Corrections Facility where he was incarcerated. These violations have been documented and have been brought to the attention of military investigators as well as Congressional Representatives.

One week ago, Sgt. Benderman was released from confinement and has returned home. His case is currently on appeal with the briefs to be considered sometime in late October 2006.

Kevin and Monica would like to thank everyone for their support over this past year, and hope that you will continue to support them with their future projects.

In the months to come they will be addressing the specifics of Kevin’s case and their experiences of the past year of his confinement.

They will be speaking about their positions on Conscientious Objection, changes they believe must be made regarding soldiers’ rights and working to give our veterans the respect they deserve for the service they have been given.

They will also be addressing their goals for working to return to the foundation of our country - the Constitution; recalling the principles and freedoms the founders of this country envisioned over 200 years ago.

For initial information regarding interviews or speaking opportunities or to learn more about ways in which you can support their efforts, please contact Kevin and Monica at mdawnb@coastalnow.net.

To learn about Kevin’s case and their work please visit www.BendermanDefense.org and please find new essays by both Kevin and Monica, information regarding their upcoming projects, and more information on fund-raising and support assistance at Benderman Defense Trust.

portland freeskool: call out for teachers!!

author: nicole e-mail: info-pfs@riseup.net

the next term of the portland freeskool is starting in october. we are looking for people who want to share their ideas, knowledge, talents with others in the community. the freeskool is dedicated to social change through free education and community building. you could lead a reading group, teach a class or facilitate a one day workshop. check out our website for more info. portland.freeskool.org